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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
Hiring is hard. Hiring WordPress developers is harder. Here's why:

 

Competition - The best WordPress agencies are all competing for talent. A great

developer wants to work for the best agencies and at the end of the day

Automattic is also always hiring.

 

Technology - There are tons of programming languages and new developers aren't

jflocking to PHP. 

 

Education/Experience - most developers on the market that claim to have

WordPress experience are integrators (using premium themes and ready to use

plugins) rather than doing custom development. It is also hard to obtain a good

specific WordPress training. 

 

For all these reasons it is rather difficult to find great WordPress developers. But if

you're interviewing a developer what questions can you ask to access if that

developer is really a WordPress expert? Read on to find what questions we suggest.

THE TEAM

This guide is being brough to you by

WidgiLabs, a WordPress digital

agency based in Lisbon and one of

the most active entities in the

Portuguese Wordpress Community. 

WidgiLabs conceives differentiating

and unique web presences totally

based on Wordpress. The agency also

provides help in the definition of a

digital strategy and keeps up with the

clients' projects from idealization to

go-to-market. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S

1. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
WORDPRESS.COM VS WORDPRESS.ORG?

2. BETWEEN WP_QUERY, QUERY_POSTS()
AND GET_POSTS() WHICH ONE SHOULD 

YOU USE?

Let's start with the basics. Understanding the difference between WordPress.com

and WordPress.org is critical, and while there is a ton of confusion around the

subject, the distinction is quite simple to understand.

 

WordPress.com is a commercial service owned by a commercial company called

Automattic that uses WordPress software as the basis of its service but is not

WordPress itself.

 

WordPress.org is the website of the WordPress CMS that is free to download and

used.

query_posts() is overly simplistic and a problematic way to modify the main query

of a page by replacing it with new instance of the query. It is inefficient (re-runs

SQL queries) and will outright fail in some circumstances (especially often when

dealing with posts pagination). Any modern WP code should use more reliable

methods, like making use of the pre_get_posts hook, for this purpose. TL;DR don't

use query_posts() ever.

 

get_posts()  is similar in usage and accepts the same arguments (with small

variations) and returns an array of posts, Since it doesn't modify global variables it is

safe to use anywhere in your code.

 

WP_Query  is the class that powers both behind the scenes. Since it is safe to use

anywhere and provides great flexibility most of the time this is what you should be

using..
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S

4. WHAT’S THE PREFERRED METHOD OF
WRITING AJAX-ENABLED PLUGINS?

WordPress has one big, huge, major, important rule: Never edit the core files. Ever.

If you want to customize your WordPress look into child themes, plugins and

hooks. Hooks  are a crucial WordPress feature that allows developers to insert

custom code into WordPress’s PHP processing, at specified junctions during that

processing.

 

Developers write this custom code in PHP functions called hooked functions. Two

kinds of hooked functions exist: actions and filters. Action hooks “hook in” actions,

and filter hooks “hook in” filters. Filters are passed code or markup by their filter

hooks; they modify what they are passed, and must  return  the result back for

WordPress to use in its regular processing. Actions, by contrast, do not need

to  return  a value, and often are not passed specific parameters by their action

hooks.

The "safer and cleaner" way is to use admin-ajax.php that comes with WordPress,

the wp_ajax hook to call a function from a plugin and use wp-nonce to check the

integrity of the call.

 

In the admin side since Ajax is already built into the core WordPress

administration screens, adding administration-side Ajax functionality to a plugin is

fairly straightforward.

 

The JavaScript global variable ajaxurl can be used in case we want to separate the

JavaScript code from php files into JavaScript only files.  This is true on the

administration side only.  If we are using AJAX on the front-end, we need to make

our JavaScript aware of the  admin-ajax.php  url. A best practice is to use

wp_localize_script() for that.

3. IS THERE ANY SITUATION THAT MAY
REQUIRE YOU TO MODIFY WORDPRESS CORE
FILES?
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S

5. WHICH FUNCTIONALITY SHOULD GO
INTO A PLUGIN?

6. ACTIONS HOOKS ARE INTENDED FOR USE
WHEN WORDPRESS CORE OR SOME PLUGIN
OR THEME IS GIVING YOU THE
OPPORTUNITY TO INSERT YOUR CODE AT A
CERTAIN POINT. 

TRUE OR FALSE?

True. 

 

action hooks “hook in” actions, and filter hooks “hook in” filters. Filters are passed

code or markup by their filter hooks; they modify what they are passed, and

must return the result back for WordPress to use in its regular processing. Actions,

by contrast, do not need to  return  a value, and often are not passed specific

parameters by their action hooks.

Anything that is not specific to the theme of the website you're developing. This

includes post types, shortcodes and others.

 

A WordPress plugin is a program that extends the core functionality of the Content

Management System (CMS). The development of plugins began because

programmers wanted to increase WordPress’s functionality without altering its

core structure. A plugin can be very powerful in terms of its effect on the website,

and for all intents and purposes, it is treated as part of WordPress and thus can

affect the entire WordPress installation. 
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S

7. WHAT IS A CUSTOM POST TYPE?

8. A HIERARCHICAL TAXONOMY 
BEHAVES LIKE..

A new kind of content different from the native WordPress content types.

WordPress has lots of different types of content and they are divided into what we

call Post Types . A single item is called a post however this is also the name of a

native post type called posts. By default WordPress comes with a few different post

types which are all stored in the database under the wp_posts table.

The default post types that are always included within a WordPress installation:

Posts | Pages | Attachments | Revisions | Navigation Menus | 

Custom CSS | Changesets

Taxonomies can be hierarchical or non-hierarchical. If it's a hierarchical taxonomy

then we can define a parent term and thus create a hierarchical organization of

our content. Hierarchical taxonomies behave like categories and non-hierarchical

like tags.

9. WHAT TOOL CAN YOU USE TO HELP
TROUBLESHOOT A SLOW WORDPRESS

WEBSITE?
A simple tool would be Chrome Devtools. An external tool could be gtmetrix.com,

Google PageSpeed Insights, or Pingdom. 

 

In fact the better approach would be to focus on speed across GTmetrix + pingdom

+ Pagespeed instead of just focusing on one grade alone.

 

Also the core philosophy should be to focus on speed and not worry about chasing

a particular grade with such tools. 
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S

10. WORDPRESS DOESN’T SUPPORT OBJECT
ORIENTED PROGRAMMING.

False.

 WordPress is based on the PHP

programming language which

supports object-oriented

programming. Whether in PHP

or any other language, object-

oriented programming does

one simple thing: it gives the

ability to group together a set of

properties and behaviors into

an entity, or object.

TRUE 
OR 
FALSE?

11. CAN YOU USE WPDB TO CONNECT TO A
SEPARATE DATABASE?

WordPress defines a class called wpdb, which contains a set of functions used to

interact with a database. Its primary purpose is to provide an interface with the

WordPress database, but can be used to communicate with any other appropriate

database. The benefit is the ability to use all the wpdb classes and functions

like get_results, etc so that there's no need to re-invent the wheel.
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S

12. WHAT TOOL CAN YOU USE TO MAKE
SURE YOUR CODE IS UP TO THE
WORDPRESS CODING STANDARDS?
PHP CodeSniffer is a great tool that looks at your PHP, JavaScript and CSS files and

detects violations of a defined set of coding standards. It also integrates with the

most common code editors so it's easy to get started.

13. FOR WHAT KIND OF PROJECT IS
WORDPRESS NOT REALLY SUITED?

WordPress is a powerful CMS and can be used on a lot of different scenarios and a

way to achieve different outcomes. Probably a situation where we wouldn't use

WordPress is a type of project where data integrity needs to be maintained at the

database level. 

 

Because WordPress uses software abstractions on a set of fixed database tables a

type of project where we absolutely have to guarantee data integrity

(independently of the software layer behind it) is not really suited for WordPress.

That doesn't mean you cannot use WordPress but you will probably benefit less

than for other types of projects.

Normally we would go and use the latest version of PHP available due to

performance but it is also very important to check the compatibility of our current

WordPress and which plugins or themes will be compatible with the new PHP

version. For that reason we're going to say: It really depends on the project

requirements.

14. WHAT VERSION OF PHP SHOULD YOU
USE?



T H E  QU E S T I O N S

15. WHAT CAN YOU DO REGARDING
WORDPRESS SECURITY?

Ensure backups, strong passwords and updated versions of WP, plugins and

themes. Also we can follow the "Hardening WordPress Security" guide available on

the Codex.

16. GUTENBERG IS THE NEW WORDPRESS
EDITOR. BEFORE THAT, WE HAD..

The classic editor, which was based on TinyMCE and that many still love. It is still

possible to use the classic editor via a plugin.

17. WHEN INITIALIZING A PLUGIN HOW
SHOULD YOU ADD YOUR SCRIPTS AND

STYLES?

The correct WordPress way is to add them with wp_register_style() and
wp_register_script() in the theme.

18. WHERE CAN YOU FIND A LIST OF
WORDPRESS HOOKS?

Adam Brown's List of Hooks or WordPress Codex.

  9
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S  

19. HOW CAN YOU INCLUDE A CUSTOM
TAXONOMY TERM IN THE SEARCH RESULTS?
We can use posts_where, posts_join and posts_groupby.

20. WHAT ARE PERMALINKS IN
WORDPRESS?

Permalinks are the permanent URLs to the individual pages and blog posts, as well

as the category and tag archives. A permalink is the web address used to link to

the content. The URL to each post should be permanent  and never change —

hence the name permalink. The Settings Permalinks Screen allows you to choose

the default permalink structure. You can choose from common settings or create

custom URL structures. By default, WordPress uses web URLs which have day and

name in them; however, we normally create a custom URL structure. This can

improve the aesthetics, usability, and forward-compatibility of our links.

21. WHAT FUNCTION CAN YOU USE TO
PREVENT SQL INJECTIONS IN WORDPRESS
DATABASE QUERIES?
Hackers use forms to try injecting code into the WordPress SQL database. Whatever

receives user input can be the gateway to a security  issue. Anything like a contact

form, login box, sign-up box or even the search bar. 

 

We can check user input (Validation), be sure to clean it (Sanitizing) and also when

outputting it making sure it is escaped (Escaping).

 

On all queries we should also always use $wpdb->prepare() as a way to prepare a

SQL query for safe execution.
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S

22. WHEN SHOULD YOU USE
WP_RESET_POSTDATA()?

23. HOW CAN YOU SAVE CUSTOM 
USER FIELDS?

Immediately after every custom WP_Query().

WordPress’ users table was designed to contain only the essential information

about the user. Because of this, to store additional data, the usermeta table was

introduced, which can store any arbitrary amount of data about a user.

24. HOW CAN YOU PASS VARIABLES TO
TEMPLATE PARTS?

set_query_var() offers a simple way to pass variables to template parts in a

WordPress theme. 

You can't rename the folder directly but it is possible to change the admin url to a

different location via the admin_url filter for example.

25. CAN YOU RENAME THE WP-ADMIN
FOLDER?
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T H E  QU E S T I O N S :   G ROU P  7

26. HOW CAN YOU SHOW A TAXONOMY
METABOX ONLY ON A SPECIFIC CUSTOM
POST TYPE?
Luckily we can simply register the taxonomy to only that custom post type. When

register_taxonomy is called the second argument is $object_type which can be the

post_type we want to associate the taxonomy with.

27. WHEN SHOULD YOU USE WORDPRESS
TRANSIENTS?

The short answer: To store temporary big chunks of HTML or other data.

Transients are an important type of caching that is available in WordPress. Like any

cache, we use transients to store any kind of data that takes a long time to get, so

the next time we need it, it returns super fast. The beauty of transients is they clean

up after themselves. Transients are very similar to  WordPress options, only

transients have a designated lifespan. 

28. WHAT TOOL CAN YOU USE TO DEBUG
WORDPRESS DATABASE QUERIES?

The "Query Monitor" plugin enables debugging of database queries and also PHP

errors, hooks and actions, block editor blocks, enqueued scripts and styles, HTTP

API calls, and more. It includes some advanced features such as debugging of Ajax

calls, REST API calls, and user capability checks. 

Because of its ability to narrow down by plugin or theme, it allows you to quickly

determine poor performing plugins, themes, or functions. It shows aggregate

database queries grouped by the plugins, themes, or functions and adds an admin

toolbar menu showing an overview of the current page, with complete debugging

information which is great.
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F I N A L  T H O U GH T S

Can I get them anyway?
Instead of thinking as recruiting as a “gather resumes, filter resumes” procedure,

you’re going to have to think of it as a “track down the winners and make them

talk to you” procedure.

Think about where the people you want to hire are hanging out. What

conferences do they go to? Where do they live? What organizations do they

belong to? What websites do they read? Instead of casting a wide net with a job

search use specific WordPress job boards and limit your search to the smart

people that read those sites. Go to the really interesting WordPress conferences.

Great WordPress developers normally hang out at WordCamps and WordPress

meetups. Check Post Status and other WordPress specific resources. 

You also want to engage with the WordPress community. That demonstrates an

understanding about what WordPress is. You should aim to speak at a local

WordCamp and help co-organize local meetups and WordCamps. You want to

spread the word about the plugins you have in the .org repository and the Trac

tickets  you got for core. Those are indications that you are a great place to work

and thus attract those great WordPress developers to work with you.

 Great WordPress developers are a scarce resource these days. Indeed, the best

people in every field, are almost never on the market. If you’re  lucky, they show up

on the open job market 1-4 times in the lifetime.

But for the most part, great developers are, uh, great, and, prospective employers

recognize their greatness quickly, which means, basically, they get to work

wherever they want, so they honestly don’t send out a lot of resumes or apply for a

lot of jobs.

"GREAT DEVELOPERS ARE
NEVER ON THE MARKET"

WHERE ARE ALL THOSE GREAT
DEVELOPERS?
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LET US KNOW IF WE CAN
DO SOMETHING FOR YOU. 
Here at WidgiLabs we thrive to create he best digital solution

for businesses like you. If we can help you with something,

don't hesitate in contacting us: 

contact@widgilabs.com

address

telephone

online

Lisbon

Rua Rodrigues Faria, 103

Lx Factory Edifício I, 4º 

1300-501 Lisboa, Portugal

+351 21 606 69 60

widgilabs.com

contact@widgilabs.com

London

116 Pall Mall,St. James’s, 

London

SW1Y 5ED, UK


